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FROM THE EDITOR

It is human nature to fear the darkness; we fear what is unknown, what is unpleasant, and what is
uncomfortable. We fear losing what is most precious to us; we fear the inevitable truth that guides all of
our feet into the future: that death awaits both sinners and saints, and there is nothing that any of us can
do to outwit it.
October is the month when we face many of our fears. In the northern hemisphere, the world literally
plunges into darker days. Autumn, pleasant season though it may be, leads once fully-flowering trees into
a deep, dormant sleep. The air is crisper, somehow more solemn, as we finally reap the fruits of the year’s
labors. But the truth is this: autumn, as the harbinger of winter, reminds us that what thrives must also
die, and what grows must also rest.
In October, we remember the trials and triumphs of those we lost along the way; for it is this time of year
when the veil between the living and the dead grows thin, when many of us believe we can best commune
with our long-gone loved ones. Through celebrations like Halloween and the Day of the Dead, we
encourage spirits to walk amongst us. This closeness allows us to find a thrill in what is frightening, to sit
alongside our darkness and commune with it like an old friend.
This narrow space between lightness and darkness, between life and death, between sanity and madness is
peace. Though death, disease, and loss are inevitable, they are an inextricable part of the human
experience that give meaning to joy, togetherness, and life.
Death and darkness are not our enemies. The monsters that live inside us are not devils to be exorcised
but human needs to be understood.
This month, Sims Nation Magazine examines the darkest recesses of human consciousness through our
endless fascination with vampires, ghouls, witches, and werewolves, but that isn’t all. We also celebrate the
cultural contributions of Hispanic and Latinx people, beyond just Day of the Dead. We face the terrifying
truths that metastatic breast cancer wields over thousands of heroic women every year.
Face your fears with Sims Nation Magazine this month, and maybe you’ll realize that the monsters inside
you were only trying to protect you all along.
A.Em.
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BLOOD, SWEAT,
AND FEARS:
A Moment with
Natalia Auditore
Interview by Alaeryn Emlu'rathian

Natalia Auditore’s enormous catalogue of custom content
fantasy outfits, hairs, decorative beasts, and intricate poses
is more than just an awe-inspiring blessing from the
heavens for fantasy-Simmers. Natalia’s work, with all of its
precision and passion, is an absolute bedrock for fantasy
Simmers and a masterclass in sheer creative muscle.
Natalia is one of the most prolific custom content creators
I have ever known. Producing something new nearly every
day, Natalia creates the incredible fantasy poses and
custom content that others simply do not.
She chooses to recreate the fantastic, the Gothic, the
vampiric, the twisted, and the darkly beautiful. Players
with a penchant for creatures of the night or good old
fashioned medieval play will deeply enjoy Natalia’s vast
repertoire of material on her Patreon and Tumblr. In fact,
one might venture to say that no fantasy collection is
complete without Natalia’s game-changing work.
This amazing Brazilian artist has rendered Final Fantasy
soldier outfits, World of Warcraft teleportation crystals,
proper medieval cooking cauldrons, richly embroidered
questing clothes, terrifying Cthulhu beasts, roaring
werewolves, and so much more. Her poses always tell a
story, particularly the ones about vampires, about which
she is uniquely passionate.
Her vampiric poses are seductive, magical, and terrifying.
in addition to creating the bread-and-butter pose that is
vampiric blood-sucking, Natalia offers players poses of
vampires gazing into blood fountains, drinking wine while
lounging on a sumptuous sofa, and curled up comfortably
in their coffins. Medieval enthusiasts will find sword
fighting poses, trading poses, flower picking poses, prison
poses, and a plethora of other delicious old school
situations that would make any fantasy fan drool.
Sims Nation Magazine sat down with Natalia to discover
what makes her so damn good at what she does and to
delve into her identity as a Brazilian artist.
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Alaeryn: Natalia, words cannot express how excited I am to
interview you for Sims Nation Magazine. We are such big
fans of you and your outstanding custom content. Thank
you so much for speaking to us! How are you feeling?
Natalia: I thank you for the affection and the opportunity
to speak with you! I've been nervous and looking forward
to this interview since the day I got your message. It's a
pleasure for me to be here. Despite the Covid-19 pandemic
and the chaos of the country, whose president is a madman,
I'm fine, with the two doses of vaccine taken and with the
hope that things will return to normal in the near future.
Alaeryn: You’re from Brazil! What do you think most
people don’t know or misunderstand about Brazilians?
Natalia: Although Brazilians are a bit trolls on the internet,
they are very passionate and warm people. Very receptive
and do everything to please people in real life.
Alaeryn: Can you describe your most precious memory
growing up?
Natalia: When I was little, my dad had a video game store.
When I was about seven years old, a guy introduced me to
Castlevania: Symphony of the Night.
He played this game with me a few times at my dad's store
and eventually gave me a copy of the game. I kept it with a
lot of affection for years, but I couldn't finish the game at
the time because we lost our PlayStation. I only managed
to when I got married and played with my husband. It's
still my favorite game of life to this day and it has a lot of
influence on the content I make today.
Out of all the Sims franchise I played, the Sims 4 was the
only one where I had the chance to finally make Alucard
and his family like they're in the artworks of the game.
They are my favorite characters in life.
Alaeryn: It’s super clear that you love Halloween! Your
fantasy custom content is perfect for the witchy, the dark,
and the monstrous. You’ve created werewolves, werewolf
costumes, gargoyles, coffins, bloody swords, tattered
traveling cloaks, and so much more. Can you tell us what
this holiday means to you?
Natalia: Halloween is how I wanted the carnival to be here,
where people use their creativity to make the scariest
costumes and decorate houses and streets for that purpose.
I think the whole ambiance is amazing [...]
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Unfortunately here we don't have that, but it's the date of
the year that I like the most, even if my country doesn't
have much stuff related. During the month of October TV
stations start broadcasting more horror movies and some
stores start selling Halloween decorations, but that's
basically it. I enjoy decorating my house, but most people
unfortunately don't. I would really like this date to be
stronger here in Brazil. I love everything related to
Halloween so much and my dream is to be there someday
celebrating in the United States!
Alaeryn: You produce fantasy poses, outfits, props, and
more for the Sims 4, but a lot of your content is inspired by
other games! What are some games, other than the Sims,
that you really loved growing up?
Natalia: As I said before, Castlevania: Symphony of the
Night has been with me forever. The Gothic, medieval and
dark aesthetic is what I love the most, and every game that
features that style I fall in love with. Another game in the
franchise that I really liked was Castlevania: Curse of
Darkness. It was the first Castlevania 3D that I liked. I grew
up playing Mortal Kombat too; it's my favorite fighting
game. I've been playing it since I was 4 years old. I played a
lot of other things, but I can say these were the games I
loved the most while growing up.
Alaeryn: I’m personally a huge fan of your Final Fantasy and
World of Warcraft content! I have to know: what is your
favorite Final Fantasy? What race and class do you play in
World of Warcraft?
Natalia: My husband is a big fan of the Final Fantasy
franchise. As his favorite franchise, it is very present here at
home. My favorite is the recent Final Fantasy VII Remake.
I love what Square Enix did with this game. The affection
and respect to recreate and deepen this universe and these
characters. Without giving spoilers, I don't think I'm
prepared for one of the most iconic moments of the series
as a whole, which should happen in the next parts. As for
WOW, please don't hate me, but I've never played WOW
online. In fact, I never had the opportunity to play online
games in my childhood and adolescence. I always grew up
with consoles, but for a long time I didn't have a good PC
and very good internet for games. I had contact with
Warcraft 3 only in 2015, after having a PC for games and I
fell in love with the game. During this period I became
aware of the online game but the lack of a good internet to
play without lag still followed me until about 1 year ago. [...]
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So I couldn't play. The conversions were made by a fan of
my work called MaxisMagik, she exported the models and
helped me with the proportions of everything to be as
perfect as possible. But I love the lore of the game and I
must say that my favorite characters are Illidan Stormrage
and Sylvanas Windrunner, they both have a beautiful
aesthetic and a fabulous story.
Alaeryn: Blizzard, the company which develops World of
Warcraft, has been under a lot of pressure lately to address
gender discrimination and sexual harassment in the
workplace. What can gaming companies and platforms like
Blizzard and Twitch do to better protect women in
gaming?
Natalia: First of all, it's very important that this all came
out. It is very important for us women to be able to
denounce and talk about it. Companies must strive for
respect and create a safe and welcoming work
environment. They must punish these guys doing that kind
of stuff. Just because they hold high positions or are
important creative minds doesn't mean they're
untouchable. When these people stop feeling protected by
the positions they occupy or the prestige they have, when
they know that if they mess up they can take responsibility,
[then they will start] to change. It is also very important to
have more women in leadership positions and to occupy
more and more spaces. [This is] already starting to happen,
but we need more to create a more balanced environment.
Alaeryn: Recently, you created an extremely precise set of
clothing, props, and poses for Resident Evil’s Lady
Dimitrescu. How was that experience?
Natalia: Ever since I saw the Resident Evil Village trailer, I
have fallen in love with Lady Dimitrescu. She and her
daughters are amazing, her castle is wonderful, I even think
it was the best part of the game. I was fascinated by them
and had to do their versions in the Sims 4.
It was one of the biggest sets I've ever done; there were so
many things to post that I almost got lost.
Alaeryn: What is your favorite kind of content to create?
Natalia: I like everything dark, gothic, fantasy, medieval...
Everything that reminds me of any of these things I try to
see if there is already in the community, if not, I do it with
the greatest pleasure.
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Alaeryn: Who or what encouraged you to start making
content for the Sims?
Natalia: What encouraged me to make content was that I
actually wrote a story years ago, and I really wanted to see
the scenes depicted in color, with live characters. Then, I
started doing poses for it. I advanced more and more into
this world, bringing everything I wanted to have in the
game [that no one else had created yet.
Alaeryn: A lot of your content involves vampires. Tell us
more about your fascination with these creatures of the
night. What makes them so special to you?
Natalia: Of all mythical creatures, Vampires are my
favorite. Vampires accompany me from Underworld,
Blade, and Van Helsing, in addition to the aforementioned
Castlevania. These are creatures [for which] I have
immense affection, because they inserted me in this dark
universe. I like all the symbolism involved and how several
authors over the years have uniquely reimagined vampires.
The red of blood is something that fascinates me, too; the
fact that blood is life and has so much symbolism wrapped
in it is amazing.
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Alaeryn: Where do you find inspiration for your poses?
They’re always so varied and well-done!
Natalia: Anything around me can influence me, from the
simplest things like having a coffee, to the most complex,
like vampires drinking from someone. I really like to bring
the poses to life, so I always pay a lot of attention to
gestures and facial expressions. I always try to make
everything as realistic as possible within the game's
limitations. Making poses is my hobby; it was the first thing
I did in the Sims, and it's what I like to do the most.
Alaeryn: What was the most difficult clothing CC you’ve
ever made? What made it so challenging?
Natalia: The most difficult was the centaur outfit. My god,
how many mistakes that outfit had! Even today it makes
me sad that I couldn't make it walk like the spider I
converted.
Alaeryn: Is there anything else you’d like to tell our readers?
Natalia: I would like to thank all those who use some of my
content, it gives me immense joy to see my stuff being used
in normal or fanciful things. Being where I am today
wouldn't be possible without you, my sincere thanks to
everyone who has some of my content in their mod folder
and for all the affection.
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PROLIFIC
POWERHOUSE:
A Moment with
Salix Cat

Interview By Alaeryn Emlu'rathian

Dedicated Sims Mobile and Sims FreePlay
players are more than well-acquainted with
Salix Cat. AHQ Hero, prolific Game Changer,
and all around kind friend, Salix is the leader in
mobile gaming that many look to for help.
Salix Cat, Colombian-born Simming superstar,
not only produces early access resources for
Sims Mobile and Sims Freeplay but she also
translates English content from the game
developers into Spanish. The resources that she
creates alongside other talented Game Changers
like SimmerdownMal, KarenKeren, and
Rachybop quickly become the community
anchors that keep the mobile Simming ship
afloat.
But Salix is more than just a damn good Game
Changer; she has built and fostered lasting
relationships across the mobile Simming
community. Endlessly welcoming and
hospitable, Salix is a fabulous friend who is
heavily involved in the community. She is
approachable and honest, willing to pass
difficult feedback from the community back to
Sim Gurus. Well-traveled and fluent in several
languages, Salix has a plethora of stories to tell!
Sims Nation Magazine sat down with Salix to
get to know her as a player, a Game Changer,
and Colombian native!
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Alaeryn: Salix! It is such an honor to speak to
you! Thank you for agreeing to speak to Sims
Nation Magazine. You’re one of the most
prolific Sims Mobile and Sims FreePlay
GameChangers, so we are humbled to have you
with us! How is life?
Salix: Thank you very much for inviting me to
this interview, the honour is mine! I’m well,
trying to get used to the normal routine after
one and a half years working from home.
It’s sometimes a challenge to combine daily life
and hobbies but it’s good to have several
different activities throughout the day.
Alaeryn: As many may be aware, you speak
several languages. You often provide the muchneeded Spanish translations for the many Sims
Mobile and Sims FreePlay walkthroughs players
rely upon. Tell us how you managed to learn
your languages and how you both retain and
practice them!
Salix: Spanish is my native language.
My parents wanted me to learn English, so they
sent me to a bilingual school for some years.
Listening to tunes in English has also helped me
learn the language. Some years ago, I moved to
Norway and learnt Norwegian. I would like to
learn several languages as learning a new
language is in my opinion the best way to
understand a culture.
Well, you can imagine the mixture of languages
in my head… haha!
Alaeryn: Where are you from? How has that
informed the languages you speak? Did it affect
your gaming experiences?
Salix: I was born and raised in Colombia (the
country in South America, different from
[District of Columbia, the US state). [...]
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Films, books, and of course games, are best in
their original language. The games I’ve tried are
all originally in English, so this is the language
I normally choose for games. People have asked
me in what language I think. In general,
I think in Norwegian when I’m at work.
I count in Spanish because it would take some
time to translate numbers in my head.
Alaeryn: This may be a silly question, but have
you ever visited Spain on holiday? Can you
describe it so that I can live vicariously through
you?
Salix: Not a silly question. I’ve been to Spain
once for a very short visit to some friends in
Madrid. What a vibrant, beautiful city!
Maybe some time in the future I would like to
travel to Barcelona. It’s a city with unique
architectural features, a very interesting place
I’d love to visit someday.
My family and I used to have holidays in the
Caribbean when I was a child. El mar de los
siete colores (the seven colours sea) is
something you need to experience.
Alaeryn: It’s Hispanic Heritage month!
Tell us your favorite aspect of Latinx culture.
Salix: I’d say hospitality is an important part of
our culture. There is this warm inviting
attitude where we welcome visitors from
around the world. Even if you don’t speak
Spanish, you’ll always find someone who will
try to communicate with you and make you feel
at home.
If you want to say something, say it with a song.
I feel music is always present in our life. Visit
Colombia, and wherever you go there will be
music… and dance.
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Alaeryn: This month, Sims Nation Magazine is
highlighting Latinx gamers and their unique
experiences. Who are your favorite Latinx
streamers, Simmers, and content creators?
Salix: My favourite Simmers and content
creators are two dear friends, Michiiiro and
Davey Rawels. Both are based in Mexico and are
passionate about Sims games. Michiiiro creates
unique content for The Sims Freeplay and has
dedicated her YouTube channel to help players
with tutorials and information. Davey is the
founder and administrator of Simlish 4, a
website dedicated to Sims games, especially The
Sims 4. They are helping create a sense of
community amongst players.
I also want to mention @Felixsimss and
@LaPrem__, two outstanding Sims Mobile
players. Nobody throws a party like them.
Alaeryn: What is an aspect of Latinx culture
that you wish would be reflected in Sims
Mobile, Sims FreePlay, or even Sims 4? How
can the Sims as a franchise truly honor and
represent Latinx people?
Salix: Our culture is so diverse. Our heritage is
a mixture of different cultures from the
Americas and the rest of the world. It is
therefore extremely difficult to please everyone
or to find few elements that can define all of us.
Embrace diversity, maybe cooperate with
Simmers and content creators from different
Latin American countries. I’d like to have Latin
music in Sims Mobile and Sims Freeplay too.
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Alaeryn: Salix, you have been one of the most
prolific and active GameChangers on many
social media platforms. On top of creating
detailed Sims Mobile and Sims FreePlay
walkthroughs, you also translate those
walkthroughs into Spanish, adding another
layer of labor to what is already an immensely
difficult job! You have a YouTube channel, a
Facebook group, a blog, a Twitter account, and
more! How do you manage to produce as much
as you do, translate it, and still make time for
yourself?
Salix: I can’t do everything I’d like to do; I just
don’t have the time or energy. So, I prioritize
making infographics. It is demanding in time
and effort, but I enjoy making this kind of
content and the positive response from players
is very rewarding.
There is another important aspect. Learning
how to edit graphics, designing a new layout are
small challenges that make me learn something
new each day. I find things are fun as long as I
am learning something in the process.
Collaboration with other GCs has been pivotal
when creating content for each update.
KarenKeren, Rachybop, simmerdownMal and
Michiiiro have been very supportive and
helpful.
My YouTube channel was created mainly to
help illustrate bugs and game issues for AHQ
reports. I wish I could have more time to make
game content videos, but there is unfortunately
a limit to what I can achieve at this moment.
I’ve had very good help from @GeminiRising8,
administrator of my Facebook group. I created
this group with Spanish speaking players in
mind, but it is open for all The Sims Mobile
players from over the world no matter what
country they come from or what language they
speak. Everyone is welcome!
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Alaeryn: Tell us about the moment you
discovered you were a Sims Mobile Game
Changer. What is most difficult about your
role? Most rewarding?
Salix: I am a Hero in the Community
Connections Program on EA's Answer HQ
where I help players with their The Sims
Mobile game. My main motivation for becoming
a GC was to meet the developers, learn about
the game, give feedback and ideas, not only my
own but also on behalf of other players. I
contacted SimGuruVix and, after some weeks I
got a positive response and became a GC for
Sims FreePlay and Mobile. I was really happy,
excited with the good news, and thankful for
the opportunity.
Alaeryn: Sims Mobile has undergone many
changes since you became a Game Changer.
What has been your favorite update so far?
Salix: The Date Night Update has been my
favourite so far. This was the update that
brought day and night to the game, lights in
many colours and shades, and translucent glass
windows. It was a beautiful update which also
included special events for The Sims 20th
Anniversary and The Sims Mobile Anniversary.
I hope future updates can also bring the same
element of surprise that this update brought to
players.
Alaeryn: I have to know. Treasure Hunt or
Sweet Treats?
Salix: It all depends on what kind of player you
are and how much time you can spend playing.
I personally prefer Sweet Treats. With or
without the ticket, this is a better option than
Treasure Hunt for me. [...]
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You open your game, do the challenges, and let
your Sims free to do other things. Besides, the
grand prize is already unlocked when you are
done with collecting all the other prizes.
Alaeryn: If you could make one change to the
Sims Mobile, what would it be?
Salix: Last updates have brought improvements
to Build mode and lots of new items. Now it’s
perhaps the time to look back, fix the critical
bugs and improve gameplay for storytellers.
Please, bring back the original features that
made this game fun. The social part is perhaps
small, limited to party chat, but players have
created a special environment around it as
weekly parties have become the highlight of the
week for many.
The game needs new stories, new animations,
and new ways to make the game interesting
again for all kinds of players.
Oh, and please, please, please, find another
income source different from extremely
expensive packs.
Alaeryn: You’re creating helpful content so
often, it’s a wonder you ever get time to play.
Can you tell us about your Sims? Any storylines
that you have going right now?
Salix: I am constantly changing languages in the
game between Spanish, English, and Norwegian.
I usually leave game-generated random names
to my Sims babies so there is a good diversity of
characters in my game. My Simself is still
around. I created her about two years ago. She
is an astronaut and piano player, married to a
blonde Scandinavian and living the life!
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Alaeryn: You also produce content for Sims
FreePlay! I’m so grateful for your walkthroughs!
So again, I have to ask: Sim Chase or Influence
Island?
Salix: Thank you! I’m so glad you find my
walkthroughs helpful!
I choose Influence Island! Exactly for the same
reasons I prefer Sweet Treats on Mobile.
Especially on Freeplay, quest steps require
often to repeat the same action many times. I
know some players set timers to complete all
the steps on time but that is not the way I want
to play a game.
Alaeryn: If you could make one change to Sims
FreePlay, what would it be?
Salix: Freeplay is a mature game with features
of its own. Coming from Sims Mobile, I am still
learning how it works, but I would definitely
like to see some of the CAS features of Mobile
in Freeplay. I would like to be able to
customize Sims in CAS, change their body and
face features in a way that we can get more
diversity in their looks.
Alaeryn: Is there anything else you’d like our
readers to know?
Salix: Since I started playing The Sims Mobile
in 2018, I’ve met many new friends and some of
them are very special.
The AHQ community has been very welcoming.
This is where I started my journey to become
SalixCat the Hero and GC. I've met Champions
and Heroes from different nationalities, and we
work together to help players around the world.
I want to thank my dear friend Phantom for her
support, inspiration, and all the good,
interesting conversations.
Thank you for interviewing me. Wishing you all
a good and happy Hispanic Heritage month!
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Simmer Highlight:
Asphodel Moon
If anyone knows Halloween, it’s Asphodel Moon.
Asphodel is a Simmer who thrives when creating darkly-inspired Sims; her feminine
Sims are brooding, beautiful,
and always dressed to the Goth nines.
Here are a few of her characters, described in her own words.

Rouge
Roux

Zorita
Storm

Midnight
Elderflower

Cleo
Cairo

A Sim from my Pride

She is my cabaret-goth

She is my dark

An Egyptian Mummy-

month content.

inspired Sim.

Mori/Strega fashion

inspired Sim created as

They are non-binary and

She loves everything

inspired Sim. She lives in

part of my Halloween

use they/them pronouns.

cabaret, burlesque, and

a little cottage which is

content.

They are also a proud

circus related.

decorated in blacks and

She’s sexy and sultry but

lesbian. They wear red to

Her favourite colours are

greys with lots of layers

still has that terrifying

represent the red in the

red and black.

and textures. She loves

edge to her.

pride flag.

the outdoors, going for
picnics, and reading in
the park.
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SHELLY BEE'S

HALLOWEEN
LOOKBOOK
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the

voodoo

that you do
a witchy cc spread
by alaeryn
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Better Build Tips
with MaiaMakes
Ran out of decorations for your spooky builds?
Don't worry, the debug menu has so much to offer!
Check out these debug items used for Mrs. Lovett's Meat Pie Shop filled with peculiar
pies and eerie ingredients!
Unlock these items by typing in these cheats in order: testingcheats on
bb.showhiddenobjects
bb.showliveeditobjects
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Tips and Tricks
with TSMLhyn

This build is for Halloween! Personally, I'm scared of such things so I can't explain a lot!
Forgive meeee! Take a look at how you can spook up a good time in The Sims Mobile!
Honestly, this is my first time using that coffin bed.
The main idea here is the tower house and the frightening interior design.

How can you make a build super spooky?
Browse your storage for old Halloween items. It’s kind of like rummaging around in your attic
for decorations!
If you don't have Halloween décor, then keep your eyes peeled in Eco Workshop!
There are many Halloween decorations waiting to be crafted there.
Don’t be afraid to try different designs and combinations.
For a haunted feeling, use dark colors like black, violet and red. If you have it, the smoke
machine works perfectly for extra spooky effects!
Don’t forget the walls! Add peeling wall decals and cobwebs to make your home look haunted
and decrepit!
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Tik-Tok Made Me Do it
BY Sarah N.

Unless you’ve lived under a rock for the past couple of
years, you’re familiar with the app TikTok.
On it, people make short videos doing dances,
showing how they make things, reviewing products,
etc.
The app really seems to have blown up since the onset
of the COVID pandemic, with people of all ages using
the platform for various reasons.
I am one of those who uses the app for entertainment
and sometimes to even get my opinion out there.
But I also follow other Sims players and some of them
have awesome build ideas that I just HAVE to try.
These are quick tips that will give you, the player, a
chance to build a stunning home for your Sims.
Considering I love building, I wanted to try some of
these out and review them.

After you build the pool, go down a level and add a
platform room to the “basement,” but make sure the
room is inside the pool.
Go back up to the main level and click the basement
room. Click the yellow area to remove the ceiling.
Then, use the arrows to raise the floor of the room to
your desired height. Add some stairs and decorate
how you want.
For my build, I mostly used base game objects.
Some of the decorative items are from the Island
Living, Seasons, City Living, Paranormal and
Backyard Stuff packs. There is no CC used in this
build. Make it what you want, give your Sims a place
to relax and unwind, and create your own personal
paradise.

I present to you the new segment called “TikTok
Made Me Do It.”

You can use my lot from the gallery by using the
following link:

Poolside Lounge

https://www.ea.com/games/the-sims/the-sims4/pc/gallery/F0B740F729F411EC8B597DB6A3FFB678?
category=all&searchtype=ea_origin_id&sortby=downloads
&time=all&searchquery=sarahmn82&max=50&maxis=false

My first build tip comes from TikTok user
SimswithBritt; it is a really cool idea to make a
poolside lounge area.
She presents a great way to create an entertaining area
for poolside Sim parties. It’s really easy to do and you
don’t need anything special; base game is totally fine.
First, you build your pool. Make it as big as you want,
just make sure to keep room for the lounge.
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To get more tips and tricks, make sure you follow
SimswithBritt on TikTok:
https://www.tiktok.com/@simswithbritt.
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The Best and
Brightest Builds:
A Curated List of

TERRIFYING
Haunted Homes
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Crypt Keepers
Dwelling
Created by Rabooski
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Japanese Haunted
House
Created by loadingCoffee
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Gothic Haunted House
Created by Bonnibelle_Blue
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Jack-O’ Halloween Club
Created by findjoo
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Witch Cottage
Starter 19K
Created by IIuispire
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Halloween Hideout
Created by 1skyblue
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SimsScare:
A Spooky Sims Mobile build
by Danielle L.
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The Bloodletting
By SLFJ Productions

For decades, Vampires have ruled, finding a way to preserve the blood of humans for easier
and more efficient feedings. Quarterly, clan leaders gather for a ritual known as The
Bloodletting.
One day, a leader hesitantly arrives after receiving her first invitation. She is frightened for
her life, and has every reason to be.
This Machinima specifically makes use of Natalia Auditore’s furniture, hair, and clothing
to tell this unique vampiric story.
The following Natalia Auditore assets are featured in this machinima:
All hair (all characters)
Anca's dress, Nacula's suit
Couches, chairs (except the dining chairs), dossells, candlesticks, tall candles (with and
without flowers), wall candles, flower pots with skulls, skull/rose on dining table, iron
maiden device, blood bowl
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THE CLAN
CHAPTERS 8 & 9
BY SARAH N.

PRESENT DAY
Maren sat at her computer, stunned as the
memories of the night she left San Marcos flooded
her mind.
Blain and Blaze are the same person!
She couldn’t believe that she didn’t recognize him
right away. But if he was here, did that mean…?
Are Jackson and Ron here as well?
Fear gripped her heart as she tried to recall what
they looked like in San Marcos. She could
remember the outline of their faces, but they were
blurry. Every memory of that time of her life was
vivid...but not their faces.
I had to have been glamoured or whatever.
Staring at her phone, she contemplated calling
Blaze over to tell him she remembered. She
wondered why she could remember him, why his
face was clear, but she couldn’t get a clear recall of
them. She still couldn’t believe she didn’t recognize
him at first. Maybe it was the fact that his hair was
different. Maybe it was because she saw him for so
long as a monster who just happened to help her
escape the hell she was living in. Either way, she
wanted to tell him but didn’t want to.
What would happen if she did?
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As Blaze sat down, she walked to her desk and took
out her mother’s rosary. Showing it to Blaze, she sat
in the chair across from him.
“It’s very ironic that you showed up here today,” she
said, looking at him
“It really isn’t. I’m here because I knew you had
questions and I have the answers.”
“What do you mean?”
“In 2016, you met a man named Blain, who helped
you escape from San Marcos. He sent you to San
Ysiro, gave you money, arranged for you to have a
home for two years and told you to move every two
years. That man was me,” Blaze said.
Maren stared at him, mouth open.

An uneasy tremor crept up her spine.

“Why am I just remembering this?”

She glanced out her window and saw Blaze. As if
she’d summoned him, he was standing at the door,

“Because I’m showing you these memories.”

hand up to knock. Walking to the door, she opened
it just enough to see his face.

Looking at him with suspicion in her eyes, she
asked, “Why?”

“What are you doing here?” she asked, fear mixing
with curiosity.

Blaze’s face was intense and serious, terrifying
Maren to her core. “Because, Maren, I have to

“We need to talk. May I come in please?”

protect you again. Ehren and Jax are Ron and
Jackson. Jax doesn’t recognize you, but Ehren does

She waited a beat, then nodded, as if confirming

and he is making plans.”

something internally. Stepping aside, she opened
the door wider and motioned for him to come in.

Pausing, Blaze leaned closer to Maren and looked
into her eyes, igniting a fire in the pit of her

Glancing over his shoulder both ways, Blaze

stomach.

stepped inside the house. Maren shut the door and
locked it. Pointing at the couch, she said “Please

“Maren, you’re in danger.”

sit.”
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“What?” Maren said, unsure she heard Blaze

“But I’m not. Sure, my heart doesn’t work like

correctly.

yours, but it still feels. I still have emotions.”

Kneeling in front of her, Blaze said “Ehren and Jax

A shiver ran down Maren’s spine, causing her to

know who you are. They know you are the one that

turn and look out the window again. “I’m going to

escaped. They sensed it the day you walked into the

have to leave again. I’m so sick of running, Blaze.

club.”

How much longer will I have to run?”

Maren looked at him, the icy cold grip of fear

Wrapping his arms around her, Blaze said “Yes,

around her heart.

you’ll have to run again. But it will be different this
time. I’m going to come with you. We will go into

“I had to warn you, especially once they called a

hiding so they can’t find us, maybe even leave the

meeting with others in our territory. They haven’t

country.”

come up with a solid plan yet, but you’re being
watched,” Blaze said, his eyes reflecting the fear

Removing herself from his embrace, Maren sat back

Maren felt.

down on the couch and looked at Blaze. “You can’t.
They’ll track you or something and I won’t be safe.”

Standing, Maren walked to the door and peeked

Blaze opened his mouth to respond but was cut off

out of the window, arms wrapped around her body.

by the sound of the door being kicked in by Ehren.

“So why are you telling me? You’re one of them,
right? Why do you want to help me?”
Sighing, Blaze replied “I'm a vampire, yes. But I’m
not like them. Not anymore. Back then, it was a
different time; I was in a different place. But
something changed me.”
“What?” Maren asked, still looking out of the
window.
Coming to stand behind her, Blaze sighed and said,
“You. You changed me. I spent time with you and
I…well, I fell in love with you.”
Turning to look at him, Maren laughed. “How can
you fall in love with someone? You’re a vampire.
You’re void of emotion.”
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The Walking Dead:
Season 2
A Sims 3 Machinima byIzumini
feature by april dark

Synopsis:
Evan is a 43-year-old man.
He used to live with his wife and lovely child, but because of drugs, his world fell
apart.
The man lost almost everything but decided to change himself for his daughter and
ex-wife with whom he's still in love.
Suddenly the apocalypse approaches. An unknown virus starts to infect people and
turns them into living death.
Is it possible for Evan to survive in this world and protect the family from zombies?
Fix a relationship before it's too late? Only Evan knows...
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The Witch's Daughter
A QueenyaYT Let's Play

The Backstory:
Arabella’s story begins sixteen years ago, before her birth in a different world.

The day was July 23rd 2004, and it was Arabella's

This was a concept Sarabella never understood.

mom’s birthday. It started as the best day for Sabbie;

There were only two things her mother hated in this

she was turning 21!

world: humans and birthdays. Although Sabbie always
felt like she should add herself to that list.

”Finally,” she thought, “I can get some independence.''
Sabbie had always wanted to go to the human realm,
Sabbie grew up in an overly strict household, who

and her mom always told her the dangers of that

didn't believe in silly things like birthdays.

world. Still nothing could kill Sarabella’s curiosity.

Her mother used to tell her:

After the typical brunch with her parents, she had
plans to meet up with her friends.

“Sabbie, when you turn a couple thousand years old,

Once she arrived, they told her they had a surprise,

you stop caring about birthdays.”

but it would require her to be blindfolded.
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She agreed. When the blindfold was removed, Sabbie

He couldn't understand why he was so fascinated with

was looking at a club. She felt a bit let down at first,

her. There was something about her that was so sexy,

why would her friends need to blindfold her to bring

yet mysterious. Something was very different about

her here?

her, he couldn't quite put his finger on it. For him it
was love at first sight.

Then she realised it: she wasn't at home; she was in the
mortal realm.

Shortly after Sabbie felt quite ill; she thought it was
from trying human food. Soon, she dropped out of

Sabbie and all her friends were witches and warlocks

college because she had spent too much time in the

who lived in a hidden neighborhood near

human realm and had fallen behind in studies.

Glimmerbrook.
She went to her childhood doctor, and was shocked
Sabbie had always been interested in the mortal realm,

when he said she was pregnant! Here she was pregnant

so this was the best birthday present ever. They

at 21!

entered the club and danced the night away. It was
that night that she met Jayden. He was the coolest guy

She felt alone and had no one to talk to.

ever, they danced and joked around becoming good

She couldn’t let anyone from her world know, and she

friends faster than expected.

was too scared to tell her boyfriend.

Through the next week, Sabbie researched everything
she could to find her way back to the mortal realm, on
top of her college coursework.
Three weeks later she finally figured it out; she didn't
want her friends to judge her for going back, so she
never told them. For the next two weeks she went to
the mortal realm every day, to see if she would run into
Jayden. Sunday night she decided if he didnt show up
this would be her last night. She walked through the
doors and there he was, This mere human that made
her question everything.
Two months later on a drunken night, Sabbie
admitted to Jayden how she felt about him.
She was thrilled to hear that he felt the same way; that
night at the club was her first time having sex.
From Jayden’s perspective, Sabbie was a wild child who
behaved like she was having fun for the first time.
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“After taking several big breaths and telling herself she
could do this. Sabbie walked into her parents mansion.
A house she spent her childhood in.
A house that was never a home to her.
Oh, that distinctive smell! Mother’s definitely brewing
something.
As she walked in the door, her mother called her.
“Sabbie!”
“Yes, mother?”
“HOW DARE YOU!!! HOW DARE YOU
EMBARRASS US!!”
“What are you talking about?” she asked.
I could smell it before you opened the door!!!
She thought about what witches her age were doing;

“HOW DARE YOU DISHONOR OUR

they were in uni learning more about who they were.

BLOODLINE” HOW DARE YOU WALK IN MY

Meanwhile she was not only pregnant, but she was

HOME WITH A MORTAL BABY INSIDE OF

pregnant by a mortal.

YOU?”

She was panic stricken; her baby would be half witch,

Sab stared at her mother and stood up for herself for

and half human. She’d never heard of anyone having

the first time ever.

both genetics.
“Half mortal, you mean.”
She took all of her courage and told her boyfriend,
who was shocked but excited! They were having a

“Hahaha! Someone thinks they are brave.

baby! Sure. it wasn’t planned or something that either

I will never accept that bastard child. It will never be

of them wanted so early in life, but they were already

one of us. The choice is clear, darling: abort that

deeply in love. He convinced her they could do it.

ridiculous thing or you will lose everything.
If you keep this child, you will be just like it -- a mere

The next step required even more strength. How was

mortal. You will never see this world again. Are you

she supposed to tell her magical parents that not only

willing to give up everything for that thing?”

she was pregnant and unwed, but that she was also
pregnant and unwed with a half-human baby?

‘Yes,” said Sabbie, and she started walking away.
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“Yes, what? Don’t you dare, Sabbie! Sabbie?

While clutching her foot, she opened the floorboard;

SARABELLAAAAAAAAAAAAA, I WILL STRIP

inside there was an old book covered with dust. She

YOU AND THAT HORRIBLE CHILD OF YOURS

opened the book and it said:

FROM ALL POWERS!”
For Arabella.
Sabbie had just lost everything for her child.

-from Mom

She returned to the mortal realm and continued her

The next passage read to not share this with anyone.

life as a pregnant witch. During her pregnancy, she
wrote everything she knew and still remembered about

Arabella weeps uncontrollably; she had always wanted

who she was, including all the spells.

to know her mom. There was only so much she could

She never told her boyfriend, who actually married her

learn from her dad. She then started reading, and

shortly after.

couldn't stop until she was tired.
She hid the book and slept.

Unfortunately Sabbie died In childbirth.
The next morning at breakfast, her father and his
Arabella, Sabbies daughter, grew up with her dad as a

girlfriend discussed redecorating and removing

single father, and always carried the guilt that her

Sabbie’s pictures to make the house more comfortable

mother died because of her. She has an amazing

for Amy. After her father agreed, Arabella asked if

relationship with her father.

they could move everything to her room.

All her life weird things have happened. Whenever

Amy cut her off, saying they didn't have room, adding

she's sad, mad, or angry, things happen around her.

that her mother died 16 years ago and that she's had

Her dad believes she just has an active imagination.

her grieving time. Arabella lost it and snapped at Amy
and her father. While crying, she ran upstairs, grabbed

Unfortunately within these last two months she feels

her bookbag, and stuffed it with a change of clothes

more alone than ever. Her father met someone, and

and her mom's book. She ran past her dad and out the

fell in love. Her name is Amy.

doors. While she was leaving, she could hear Amy
telling her father to not react because she was just

Arabella has never hated anyone in her life, but

being dramatic.

everything in her is sending alarm bells.
She doesn't trust this lady at all, and the lady claims

Arabella ran to the bus stop and got out of there.

she's pregnant. Since her father’s girlfriend is having a

This is where Arabella's journey starts, it's time for you

baby, Arabella was asked to give up her room for the

(the reader) to discover her past, and learn about who

baby and move to the attic.

Arabella is.

She did so reluctantly. While cleaning up the place

Tune in for this Teenage runaway/ rags to riches

and decorating, she tripped on a floor board.

challenge!
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Teenage runaway/ rags to
riches challenge RULES!
**This is a gender neutral challenge; your Sim can be whatever you
like. Feel free to change the names.**

As you know, Arabella’s mom left her a book.
In my Let's Play, Arabella will have coordinates and clues left from her mom.
hose coordinates will lead her to a chest. Each chest will contain something that
she can learn about herself, an item she can add to her book bag, and the
coordinates to the next chest.
If you so choose you can add a storage area where mom’s items are. In the last
chest her mom has a couple of names and addresses, along with a GlimmerStone.
After Arabella uses the Glimmerstone for the first time it breaks into pieces.
Arabella now has to find her mom’s three best friends (the three sages) and
Arabella’s grandparents. Feel free to name the grandparents whatever you like.
You don’t have to don’t have to play this part out, it’s completely up to you.
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Intro
1. Start out on an empty lot in any world with 0 simoleons. To do this use the cheat- Testingcheats
true, then Money 0.
2. With your first 250 buy a phone, without this phone you Sim can not answer or play games on the
phone.
3. “Pay” 100 Simoleons for a ‘Weekly All Day Bus Pass.” With this pass you can go anywhere in that
one week. It expires 7 days from the first use. The first bus pass is only $60 to get her started.

4. Arabella is a teen, so she can’t talk to any adults. She can talk to other teens and children.
Ilkavelle has a mod for a Magic school, which I will be using, once she finds the magic realm.
Kawaii Stacy has an Education Bundle Mod which allows your Sim to go to school online. If you
don’t use mods then Arabella is not to go back to high school until she has her own house.
5. You will spend most of your time in the beginning, off the lot. When you do come home, you can
only place items you can move, like a cooler. You cannot use grills, stoves, fridges, or anything that
requires electricity. If you’re at the park and someone cooks for you, you cannot take any food
home.
6. You can use a tent to sleep, if you don’t have tents you can use park benches but they cannot be
placed on the lot. You don’t want anyone thinking that you live there.
7. Complete Spell Caster Aspiration.
8. Complete two schools of magic. You can choose whichever forms you like.
9. Max out all perks, learn 24 spells, and reach level 10 in gardening.
10. Once Arabella has maxed out her spellcasting skills and grown 10 “perfect” plants, she can
resurrect her mother using “Dedeathify.” This can only be completed once everything else is done.
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House:
In order to build a house, you need to pay the city $2000 for a permit. The house must have
A bedroom, bathroom, Kitchen, Living room, and a Hidden Study for all of her witch items.
You can also add a greenhouse later if you want.

Money:
You can make money from Painting, Writing,Collecting, Fishing, Hacking, Photography etc. There
are three options:
1. Sell items from your inventory or on Plopsy.
2. Get a Come and Get it Street Store - with this option you can’t sell anything out of your
inventory, but you can still use Plopsy. This is the harder way.
3. If your Sim is a collector, they can buy a retail store later. Little Miss Sam has a live-in business
mod. If you want to use it.

Street Gallery:
Go to any public place to sell paintings.
Once she reaches level 5 of the painting skill she can sell paintings for 150%
Level 7 she can sell paintings for 200%.
Level 9 she can sell paintings for 250%
Level 10 she can sell paintings for 300%

Home Decor:
**Recommended, but not a Requirement.**
Buy all decorations at the Flea Market, if you have City Living. Once you get the items home, you
can change it to the item you want. If you don’t have City Living, you can place a furniture store
like Ikea and shop there.
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Squid Game - Sims Style!
By FendiSims
The Squid Game, the Korean drama available on Netflix that has taken the world by storm,
has also captured the imaginations of artists and Simmers worldwide.
Simmers are recreating the show’s characters in CAS, Tiktokers are dreaming up hilarious
videos, and artists are rendering the show’s main cast into their incredible sketches and
paintings.
But perhaps no Simmer yet has perfected the recreation of the Squid Game in Sims 4 the
way FendiSims has.
Fendi’s barrage of Squid Game videos involve recreations of the original cast alongside
Sims 4 NPC staple characters. Fendi painstakingly recreates nearly every scene of the
popular show as the characters, at the behest of an ogling oligarchy, compete with each
other to the death to win an enormous, life-changing amount of cash.
Below, you can admire the meticulous recreations of each masterful scene. For more, and
to win a chance for your Sim to compete in the Squid Game, subscribe to Fendi’s YouTube
channel. You won’t regret it.
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WICKED WALKTHROUGHS:
STRIP CLUBS
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I will be the first to admit that Wicked Whims as a whole can be extremely intimidating.
There are so many features, most of which you had no idea you needed.
That being said, I want to be as specific with this walk-through as possible, focusing on the Strip
Club feature, because that’s where I’ve spent a lot of learning hours, ok?!
Before we get started, Wicked Whims is a mod that adds realistic “woohoo” play to your game.
It’s definitely NSFW!
If you haven’t already downloaded Wicked Whims, you’re going to start there at
https://wickedwhimsmod.com/ - please note both the site and mod are designed only for adults.
The site is really informative and provides a lot of information to assist you in understanding how
to download and what types of issues or errors you may encounter if installed incorrectly,
additionally, there are a slew of videos available on YouTube about how to download Wicked
Whims and how to troubleshoot, so we’re gonna breeze past those details and get into the fun stuff.
In addition to downloading Wicked Whims, you also have the option to download various
animations for your game. Trust me when I say that there is an animation for every woohoo
scenario you can think of and a few you probably hadn’t thought about yet.
(SIDEBAR: It is important to note; however, that if you use the Discord for troubleshooting
assistance, there are some animations that are banned, which means they won’t assist you if you have
those animations in your folder.)
Okay, now you have Wicked Whims properly installed, your mods options are active in your Game
Settings, and you’re ready to go. Once you load up your game and get into play mode, you should
see a long purple message.
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Once you click on one of your Sims, you should see a
Wicked menu option.
Different menu options will allow for different things.
You can access the Wicked menu by clicking on a Sim,
as in the picture and from there, you will have the
option to modify things about this particular Sim.
If you go to a computer in your household and choose
the Wicked option, you will be able to purchase woohoo
items for your Sim’s household.
Your Sims also have the ability to watch porn from the
computer.
Now here’s where it starts to get spicy.
If you click on a furniture item, like the bed, you get a
menu directly relating to woohoo and the detailed
settings for it. The types of options and animations that
you have available are going to be based on what you
have installed in your game. I only have a few animations
that didn’t come with Wicked Whims directly.
Sims can wicked woohoo in showers and on chairs,
couches, tables, counters, tubs, pools, the floor, swings,
workout equipment and more!
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One of the features included in Wicked Whims is the
ability to own a strip club and run the business just as
you would owning a retail store or restaurant.
First, build a strip club or download one from the
gallery. Then, choose a Sim household that you want to
own that club.
I chose to download a club from the gallery and then
modify it.
It is important to note that the Lot Type needs to be
Generic in order for the club to work, so if the building
you create or download is not set as a Generic lot, you
want to change that first before anything else.
After that, you want to select the lot traits that best fit
the club you want. The bouncer lot trait is from
Basemental Mods, so you will need that mod if you want
bouncers present in your establishment. I personally
choose “Party” as the dress code and charge an entrance
fee, which is a feature from a LittleMsSam mod.
In order to set your entrance fee, you click on the front
door of the club. Note that the entrance fee collected
from visitors to your strip club are added to your
household income instead of the business funds, so just
keep that in mind because you’ll hear the cha-ching, but
it won’t show as part of the income from the business.
This club came with poles for the dancers and a stage.
You don’t have to have either for the club to work.
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Those X spots on the floor are for the non-pole
dancers. It gives them a place to stand and a direction
to face to entertain the audience.
The animations that Sims perform on the X spots are
going to be very different from the animations that
Sims perform on the pole.
There’s also a VIP section for more private lap
dancing options.
I assigned several seats throughout the club as lap
dancing spots. In order to do this, you would click on
the object and choose from the menu. The menu also
has the option for sex control which means that if
your club also doubles as a “woohoo” spot, then you
would make those adjustments in that menu option.
Note: You don’t have to have spots designated for each
dancer that you have. There are other things that they
can do.
Because the game doesn’t recognize the strip club as a
business, you cannot manage things from the regular
menu, you have to use your phone.
When you click on the phone, you’re going to go to
the high heel icon for your strip club options.
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Let’s start with managing employees. You’re going to
need to hire some dancers. These are all the dancers
that are currently available in my game to hire. The
higher their skill levels, the better.
Sims with higher fitness, nudity, and dancing skills
will make better dancers and bring in more money.
Sims with higher mixology skills make better
bartenders and the ones who have high charisma will
be better at charming clients.
You’re allowed to hire up to 6 dancers, but you can
also use cheats to open more slots. You can hire
yourself as a dancer as long as there is an open slot
available.
If you hire all female dancers, you’re going to get
mostly male visitors to the club. Alternatively, all male
dancers bring in female visitors to the club.
Dancers are not the only people you need to hire. You
also need janitors. You would click on the icon that
looks like a hammer for that.
Now that we’ve got our dancers and our janitors
hired, the next thing you want to do is design their
outfits.
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When you choose the option for designing a female
outfit, it takes you to CAS with a mannequin for you
to choose what you want your sims to wear. I settled
on something simple and easy with a top and a thong
and stripper heels.
For my janitorial staff, I didn’t change the default
option of shirtless with jeans on.
Once you have chosen their outfits, you need to go
back into the strip club menu and assign the outfits. If
you designed more than one outfit, they will show up
in the menu. You need to click on the outfit you’re
choosing and then you will choose who you are
assigning that outfit to.
If you designed male outfits, you’re going to choose
the option to Assign Male Outfits and go through
those same steps. Gray Absinthe is the only female I
didn’t assign the outfit for because in my game, she’s
the bartender so she wears her own clothes.
Now, you want to set your club hours. Unlike retail,
there doesn’t seem to be any issues if the employees
work more than 8 hours. My club is set to open at
6PM and close at 5AM. If you want the club to be
open 24/7, you would choose the same hour for your
open and close times. For example - 6PM open and
6PM close.
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Let’s go inside the club.
The first thing we want to do now that the club is
open and the employees have arrived is to assign them
their tasks. First, you are going to select your
employee and then, you are going to go into the strip
club menu.
Then you are going to Assign Task and choose which
task you want that particular Sim to do, but you can
change it up - they don’t have to do the same thing for
the whole time. The options are Bartending,
Charming clients, or Stage Dancing.
While we are over at the bar, it’s a good time to talk
about the bar supplies. This is important to running
the club because nobody wants to run out of alcohol,
right?!
It’s not required to keep your bar 100% stocked;
however, when the bar supplies are too low and/or the
price markup is too high, it is going to negatively
impact your sales. If you want to order supplies and/or
change the price markup, you are going to click on the
bar and choose the Strip Club option and then the
corresponding action.
We saw that my supplies are currently at 96/100, so I
don’t need to order anything, but this is what that
option will look like for you.
Price markup on drinks is something that I
recommend playing around with because there are a
lot of variables and you want to make a decent profit,
so right now, I’m sticking with 50% markup and I have
2 bartenders to see how that works out.
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Dancers who have been assigned to Stage Dance are
going to go to the nearest pole or designated spot to
perform.
And as you see in that screenshot, the audience is
intrigued.
Again, keep in mind that the dancing skills help, but
also when the dancing Sim has built up a relationship
with the clients in the club, that helps as well! You
also have the option for clients to ask for a private
dance.
The dancers you’ve assigned the task of “Charming
Clients” will focus on getting clients to agree to a
private lap dance.
When the club closes, you will get your financial
report for that day, just like you do in other business,
but again, keep in mind all of your door fees were
added to your home funds, not the club funds.
If you click on any item in your strip club and go to
the Wicked Settings, then Nudity Settings menu, you
will have the option to tweak some of the settings in
your club. In the menu, you are going to choose the
option for Strip Club Settings.
The first setting allows you to change the behavior
after a dance - do you want the dancers to stay nude
or do they change back into their clothes
automatically? The mod causes dancers to change
back into their clothes when they finish by default.
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The next option in the menu helps you set up the
percentage splits between the club, the dancers, and
the bar. The first one gives you the option to always
get a lap dance as the owner of the club.
Having played the strip club for a while, I’ve noticed
that the same Sims show up every time the club is
open, but the game gives you an option to change the
number of clients that will visit the club at the same
time. I currently have mine set to 20, with a max of 30.
The next item on that same menu is Dancer Profit
Share. This is the amount that the club gets from the
performer. I have mine set to 35%.
Next, there is the Dancer Earning Multiplier followed
by the Bar Earning Multiplier and I didn’t change the
default setting on either of those.
The Advanced Strip Club Settings are pretty selfexplanatory and you would just check/uncheck what
works best for the club you want to run.
There are so many more things that you can do with
Wicked Whims, as a whole: the Strip Club part is just
one aspect of the mod! I think the mod is a very
robust addition to the game, and I encourage you all
to to try it... if you’re over 18.
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PLUMBOB
POP
QUIZ
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OCTOBER 2021

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
1

3

4

5

Sims 4:
~Fashion Street Kit
~Incheon Kit

Freeplay:
Influence Island S17:
Rustic Wedding

10

11

$$$

Mobile:

Freeplay:
Long Hair Hobby
"Mean Curls'

-Eerie Autumn Sims
Festival Starts
-Fright Night TH Rerun

17

18

TSM: $$$

Freeplay:

New! Funko 'Funkoween'
Free Pack

24

25

Mobile:
Treatsylvania Returns
STS Rerun

12

19

Freeplay:

6

Freeplay:
Grand Garages Live
Event

7

8

2

Freeplay:

13

14

15

20

21

22

27

28

Freeplay:

New! Mysterious
Masquerade Live Event

31

$$$-Sims Mobile Pack Info and Dates:
10/11: Journey to Batuu rerun
10/11 Fright Night TH Kit rerun
10/11 Manor of Nevermore rerun
10/15 Gothic Rituals Bath Set rerun
10/18 Haunted Housewares rerun
10/18 Fright Night Treasue Hunt Catch Up
10/25 Ghouls Just Want To Have Fun
10/29 Fall Out and Make Up rerun

90

9

SimChase S14: Patisserie
Pandemonium
TSM: $$$

29

16

23

-New! Downtown Developer 5:
Contempo Penthouse
- New! SimChase Season 35:
Scandi Scrimmage!

26

SATURDAY

TSM: $$$

Mobile:
Wumples #65

30

